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DIRECTOR'S

TREATMENT
MUSIC VIDEO TITLE:
“SAFE (Deine Liebe) I Can’t (Fake it)”

BAND: SIX. BY SEVEN

CLICKABLE LINKS THROUGHOUT
https://sixbyseven.bandcamp.com/

BAND BIOGRAPHY:
With a loyal international following Six. By Seven have
released 3 albums with “Beggars Banquet” appeared
on “Later With Jools Holland”, recorded 5 John Peel
sessions, played Glastonbury and toured with The Manic
Street Preachers, Ash, The Dandy Warhols and play
Glastonbury again this June 2019.

BAND GENRE:
English/European indie rock/electronic, space-rock, shoegaze, neo-psychedelia - formed in Nottingham UK.

THE SONG:
Track “SAFE (Deine Liebe) I Can’t (Fake it)” is a bi-lingual song, taken from forthcoming album “Das Ist
England” recorded at renowned Rockfield Studios UK. The album is definitely out there! Cosmic and
groovy influenced in part by German ‘Krautrock’, DAF (German National Socialist labour organisation) and
German bands of the 70’s and early 80’s which frontman and songwriter Chris Olley grew up listening to
in Germany. * The video will strongly reflect these influences. *

SYNOPSIS OF VIDEO NARRATIVE:
A beautiful but lonely young woman home alone (eg. song
title declares “SAFE” but is she)? receives a visit from a
strange gang of intruders known as “SKINS”
(eg. the fictitious faceless band who perform in the video).
The “SKINS” have no face or identity but a whole lot of
musical talent and an unrelenting playful attitude. They
embark upon an evening of (eg. song phrasing) “Faking It”
or not as the case may be!
One member of the “SKINS” group takes a shine to the
vulnerable and beautiful woman - how will she respond to
this strange being’s interest in her?!

Icelandic electro band GUS GUS

LOOK / STYLE / INFLUENCES:
Luis Bunuel/Hitchcock surrealism meets 1980’s MTV
pop world! The video look, the “ SKINS’ “ dance
movements, costumes and overall style will be strongly
influenced by German, European and Icelandic synth
and electronic dance videos from the 70’s & 80’s
until present day.
LINKS
Icelandic Electro GUSGUS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG8l6JyQb0A
New Zealand Indie Pop Artist Jonathon Bree
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxRq23qVE8A

New Zealand pop artist Jonathon Brees

Icelandic electro band GUS GUS

SETTING:
2 interior areas.
1. An ‘unreal’ studio environment where the fourpiece “SKINS” band perform the whole song.
2. A sumptuous, Victorian lounge interior.
LINKS
Icelandic Electro GUSGUS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG8l6JyQb0A
New Zealand Indie Pop Artist Jonathon Bree
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxRq23qVE8A

New Zealand pop artist Jonathon Brees

TONE:

THEMES:

DARK

DESIRE

DISTURBING but FUN & PLAYFUL

LONELINESS

STYLISH

INTRUSION

SEXUAL UNDERTONES

FEAR

SURREAL

PERFORMANCE
SEXUAL AWAKENING

Lebanon Hanover’s vid “Babes Of The 80’s

CINEMATIC TREATMENT:
Bright colourful studio pop ‘other world’ meets darkly
sumptuous Victorian dining room.
A brightly lit 1980’s (VHS) pop video mixed with
experimental music and cinemagraphic beauty.
Blurring the boundaries between video-art
and music-video.
Assistant DOP: Harry Cooper.
Harry will be using a SONY A7 III (4K HDR Video)
with 28-70mm lens.
Director and DOP Sally Lifely will be using a Panasonic GH4.
Both cameras are great in low and natural light and create
beautiful imagery.
Lighting Kit: A trio of LEDGO LED 600
Bi-Colour Dimmable.

LINK
Lebanon Hanover
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1oSXlU0ZUk

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT:
I believe my love of film across all genres & countries
and my background in music production and fineart photography informs my work. Before I start to
develop visual ideas and concepts for any music video
I fully engage with the recording from a musical and
performance perspective, considering the genre and of
course the lyrics and possible meanings.
I bring strong visual ideas and narratives into music
videos, personal and human experiences and gain a good
understanding of what the song means for it’s creator/s.
www.sallylifely.com
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